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Polarization and fundamental sensitivity of 39K (133Cs)-
85Rb-21Ne co-magnetometers
Jian-Hua Liu1,3, Dong-Yang Jing1,2, Lin Zhuang4, Wei Quan†,5, Jiancheng Fang5, Wu-Ming Liu†,1,2
The hybrid optical pumping spin exchange relaxation free (HOPSERF) atomic co-magnetometers
makes ultrahigh sensitivity measurement of inertia be achievable. The wall relaxation rate
has a big effect on the polarization and fundamental sensitivity for the co-magnetometer, but
it is often neglected in the experiments. However, there is almost no work about the system-
atic analysis of the influence factors on the polarization and the fundamental sensitivity of
the HOPSERF co-magnetometers. Here, we systematically studied the polarization and the
fundamental sensitivity of 39K-85Rb-21Ne and 133Cs-85Rb-21Ne HOPSERF co-magnetometers
with low polarization limit and the wall relaxation rate. The 21Ne number density, the pho-
ton number flux, the pump beam spot radius and frequency rate will affect the polarization
greatly by affecting the the pumping rate of pump beam. We obtain a general formula on the
fundamental sensitivity of the HOPSERF co-magnetometers due to shot-noise and the fun-
damental sensitivity changes with multiple systemic parameters, where the suitable number
density of buffer gas and quench gas make the fundamental sensitivity highest. The funda-
mental sensitivity 7.5878 × 10−11 rad/s/Hz1/2 of 133Cs-85Rb-21Ne co-magnetometer is higher
than the ultimate theoretical sensitivity 2 × 10−10 rad/s/Hz1/2 of K-21Ne co-magnetometer.
The fundamental sensitivity limit of 133Cs-85Rb-21Ne co-magnetometer is superior to 3.7334×
10−12 rad/s/Hz1/2.
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In recent years, ultrahigh sensitive co-magnetometers have become a hotspot in research
of inertial navigation, geophysics 1, 2, gravitational wave detection 3, downhole orientation sens-
ing 4 and general relativity test 5. The representative traditional mechanical gyroscope based on
electrostatic suspended rotators 5 is still the highest precision gyroscope on Earth. The ring laser
gyroscope and the fiber optic gyroscope based on the Sagnac effect are widely used in sea and
space navigation 6. With the rapid development of quantum physics, the spin exchange relaxation
free (SERF) atomic spin co-magnetometer 7 uses hyperpolarized nuclear spins to sense rotation.
Research on the atomic co-magnetometers contributes to the development of more wide variety of
rotation sensing techniques. The simple arrangement and small volume of the co-magnetometer
will ensure its wide application in the field of inertial navigation. Atomic co-magnetometers 8, 9 use
two or more spin species with different gyromagnetic ratios occupying the same volume to cancel
the sensitivity of the co-magnetometers to random changing magnetic field and this leaves them
only sensitive to rotation or other fields.
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Atomic co-magnetometers also find applications in other precision measurement experi-
ments: searches for violation of local Lorentz invariance 10, 11, studies spin-dependent forces 12–15
and searches for electric dipole moments 16. A SERF atomic co-magnetometer based on K-3He 17
reached rotation sensitivity of 5 × 10−7 rad/s/Hz1/2 in 2005. A Cs-129Xe co-magnetometer was
also studied 18. Due to the formation of van der Waals molecules between Cs and 129Xe 19, the Cs
relaxation rate is much larger than that of the Rb in a Rb-21Ne pair. A K-Rb-21Ne co-magnetometer
guarantees high sensitivity for rotation sensing. Theoretical analysis shows that the fundamental
rotation sensitivity 17 of a K-21Ne atomic co-magnetometer could reach 2 × 10−10 rad/s/Hz1/2
with 10 cm3 sense volume as the density of K is 1 × 1014 cm−3, the number density of buffer
gas 21Ne is 6 × 1019 cm−3. A dual-axis K-Rb-21Ne comagnetometer can suppress the cross-talk
effect and carry out high-precision rotation sensing along two sensitive axes simultaneously and
independently 20 and a parametrically modulated dual-axis Cs-Rb-Ne atomic spin gyroscope can
effectively suppress low frequency drift and achieve a bias instability of less than 0.05 deg/h 21.
It was found that HOP can make the SERF magnetometer realize higher experimental de-
tecting sensitivity and more homogeneous atomic spin polarization 22, it is suitable for quantum
nondestructive measurement 23 and HOP is also helpful for co-magnetometer to realize ultrahigh
sensitivity measurement of inertia. There need more practical methods to obtain higher fundamen-
tal sensitivity of the co-magnetometer.
In this report, we studied the polarization and fundamental sensitivity of the HOPSERF
co-magnetometer, take the wall relaxation rate into account, which has a big effect on the po-
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larization and fundamental sensitivity, but a lot of time it is neglected in the experiments. We
obtain a general formula on the fundamental sensitivity with a low polarization limit, which de-
scribes the fundamental sensitivity of the co-magnetometer changing with the number density of
buffer gas and quench gas, frequency rate of pump beam, photon number flux, mole fraction of
85Rb, power density of pump beam, external magnetic field, cell effective radius (the shape of the
cell is roughly spherical), the pump beam spot radius, measurement volume, cell temperature and
measurement time. We have investigated 39K-85Rb-21Ne and 133Cs-85Rb-21Ne HOPSERF atomic
magnetometers(39K (133Cs)-85Rb-21Ne co-magnetometers), then found the fundamental sensitivity
of 133Cs-85Rb-21Ne co-magnetometer is higher than the one of 39K-85Rb-21Ne co-magnetometers
at the same cell temperature and in the SERF regime when the frequency rate of pump beam is
bigger than about 3.3632 × 1014 Hz or smaller than about 3.3437 × 1014 Hz or the external mag-
netic field is smaller than about 2.0182× 10−8 T, or the mole fraction of 85Rb is bigger than about
a critical value 0.9650 in our chosen conditions. Optimizing the co-magnetometer parameters is
advantageous to improve the sensitivity of the co-magnetometer in measuring weak rotation signal.
Furthermore, we obtained a higher fundamental sensitivity of 7.5878 × 10−11 rad/s/Hz1/2
with 133Cs-85Rb-21Ne co-magnetometer when the polarization of 85Rb atom is 8.5627× 10−8, the
measurement time is 1s, cell temperature is 407.098 K, the number density of Rb is 1 × 1014
cm−3, cell effective radius a = 2 cm, measurement volume is 10 cm3, external magnetic field
B = 1 × 10−15 T, the number density of quench gas N2 is 1 × 1019 cm−3, the number density of
buffer gas 21Ne is 6 × 1019 cm−3 and the fundamental sensitivity is higher than the fundamental
rotation sensitivity 17 of a K-21Ne atomic co-magnetometer of 2 × 10−10 rad/s/Hz1/2. These
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findings not only optimize the parameters for the SERF regime, but also provide an experimental
guide for the design of the SERF co-magnetometers.
Results
The number density of alkali-metal atoms. The SERF atomic co-magnetometers have some
similar properties with the SERF atomic magnetometers. As we have discussed in our previous
work 24, we take the alkali metal vapor cell (the shape of the cell is roughly spherical) of the SERF
atomic co-magnetometers based on HOP contain two types of alkali metal atoms, 39K-85Rb or
133Cs-85Rb, we take 39K or 133Cs as A respectively, select 85Rb as B in the SERF regime.
The saturated density 27 of the alkali-metal atoms vapor in units of cm−3 at cell temperature
T in Kelvin is nsat =
1
T
1021.866+A1−B1/T . A1 and B1 are phase parameters
25, where AK1 = 4.402,
ARb1 = 4.312, A
Cs
1 = 4.165, B
K
1 = 4453, B
Rb
1 = 4040 and B
Cs
1 = 3830 for the temperature is
higher than 400 K.
Because SERF regime can be reached by operating with sufficiently high alkali metal number
density (at higher temperature) and in sufficiently low magnetic field 28, 29, as we discussed in our
previous work 24, we choose T = 457.5 K as the highest temperature to reduce the corrosion of
alkali metal atoms to the vapor cell and make the co-magnetometers be in the SERF regime.
The polarization of alkali-metal atom. Considering the spin-exchange between alkali-metal
atoms A and B in the hybrid vapor cell, we assume that the vapor densities obey the Raoult’s
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law 30, nB ≈ fBnBsat, where fB is the mole fraction of atom B in the metal and nBsat is the saturated
vapor density for pure atom B metal. When the mole fraction of atom B is 0.97, we can obtain the
number density of atom A and B, nA ≈ 0.03nAsat, nB ≈ 0.97nBsat. For K-Rb-21Ne atomic comag-
netometer, suppose that in an alkali-metal vapor cell filled with K, Rb and 21Ne atoms, the density
ratio of K to Rb isDr = nK/nRb (where nK and nRb are the number densities of K and Rb, respec-
tively). K atom spins are directly polarized by the D1 line light and Rb atomic spins are polarized
through spin exchange with K atom spins. If the frequency rate of the laser beam ν, is tuned away
from the absorption center of the pressure 31 and the power-broadened 32 D1 absorption line, there
will be an AC Stark shift of K, which is denoted as LKz in the light propagation direction
35, where
the light propagation direction is in the z direction. For Rb atom spins, the far-off-resonant laser
will cause an AC Stark shift LRbz on the D1 and D2 line transitions of Rb atoms. K atom spins
polarize Rb atom spins by the spin-exchange interaction. The spin transfer rate from Rb to K is
given by RSERb−K = nRbσ
Rb−K
SE v¯Rb−K , where σ
Rb−K
SE is the spin-exchange cross section between Rb
and K 33 and v¯Rb−K is the relative velocity between Rb and K. Thus the spin transfer rate from K
to Rb is RSEK−Rb = DrR
SE
Rb−K .
The full Bloch equations are given by 34, 35,
∂Pe
K
∂t
=
γe
Q (P eK)
(
B+ LK
)
×Pe
K
+
Rpsp −RpPeK +RSERb−K (PeRb −PeK)
Q (P eK)
, (1)
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∂Pe
Rb
∂t
=
γe
Q (P eRb)
(
B+λRb−NeM
n
0P
n + LRb
)
×Pe
Rb
+
DrR
SE
Rb−K (P
e
K
−Pe
Rb
)
Q (P eRb)
− 1
T2e, T2e, T1e
P
e
Rb
Q (P eRb)
, (2)
∂Pn
∂t
= γn
(
B+λRb−NeM
Rb
0 P
e
Rb
)
×Pn
+Ω×Pn +RseRb−Ne (PeRb −Pn)
− 1
T2n, T2n, T1n
P
n, (3)
where Pe
K
, Pe
Rb
and Pn are the polarizations of K, Rb and 21Ne atom spins, respectively, andΩ is
the input rotation velocity. Q (P eK) and Q (P
e
Rb) is the slow-down factor caused by the rapid spin
exchange 36. It is related to the nuclear spin moment and the K and Rb spins should have different
slow-down factors. However, the rapid spin exchange between the K and Rb spins can change the
slow-down factors of both K and Rb atom spins. The slow-down factors will be the same when
they involve collision with each other 35. B is the external magnetic field. LK and LRb are the AC
Stark shifts of the K atoms and Rb atoms respectively by the laser beam. Rp is the pumping rate of
K atoms(or the pumping rate of Cs atoms for the SERF atomic co-magnetometers based on 133Cs-
85Rb), which is mainly determined by pumping laser parameters 17, while sp gives the direction
and magnitude of photon spin polarization. RSERb−K is the spin-exchange transfer rate from Rb
atoms to K atoms. λRb−NeM
n
0P
n is the magnetic field produced by the 21Ne atom spins through
spin-exchange interaction with Rb atom spins 37. λRb−Ne = 8piκRb−Ne/3, where κRb−Ne is a spin-
exchange enhancement factor resulting from the overlap of the Rb electron wave function with the
21Ne nucleus and is approximately 35.7 for Rb -21Ne pair 38. Mn0 = µNenNe, where µNe is nuclear
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magnetic moment and nNe is
21Ne atom number density. Rb atom spins also produce a magnetic
field λRb−NeM
Rb
0 P
e
Rb
, which is experienced by the 21Ne spins. 1/T2e and 1/T1e are the transverse
and longitude relaxation rates of Rb atom spins respectively. 1/T1e = R
Rb
SD + DrRp + R
Rb
Wall,
RRbSD = nRbσ
Rb−Rb
SD v¯Rb−Rb + nNeσ
Rb−Ne
SD v¯Rb−Ne + nN2σ
Rb−N2
SD v¯Rb−N2 + nRbσ
Rb−K
SD v¯Rb−K . R
Rb
Wall
is the relaxation rates due to diffusion of Rb atom to the wall (the wall relaxation of Rb atoms)
17, RRbWall = Q (P
e
Rb)D
Rb
Ne
(√
1+T/273.15
PNe/1amg
)(
pi
a
)2
+ Q (P eRb)D
Rb
N2
(√
1+T/273.15
PN2/1amg
)(
pi
a
)2
, DRbNe is the
diffusion constant of the alkali atom Rb within the buffer gas Ne 39–41 in units of cm2/s and is
given at 1 amg and 273 K, DRbN2 is the diffusion constant of the alkali atom Rb within the quench
gas N2
40–42 in units of cm2/s and is given at 1 amg and 273 K, 1amg = 2.69 × 1019 cm−3,
DRbNe = 0.2 cm
2/s, DRbN2 = 0.19 cm
2/s, PNe is the pressure intensity of buffer gas Ne in amg, PN2
is the pressure intensity of quench gas N2 in amg, a is the equivalent radius of vapor cell.
The transverse relaxation rate of Rb atom spins comes from the spin-exchange relaxation
rate of Rb atoms 43, 44 Q (P eRb) /T
SE
2 , and 1/T1e, 1/T2e = 1/T1e + Q (P
e
Rb) /T
SE
2 . R
se
Rb−Ne is the
spin-exchange transfer rate from Rb to 21Ne atom spins. 1/T2n and 1/T1n are the transverse and
longitude relaxation rates of the 21Ne atom spins respectively. The AC Stark shift of Rb atom
spins is measured by measuring the polarization of Rb atom spins along the x direction P exRb,
with a probe laser whose wavelength is tuned to the Rb D1 line. After hours of spin-exchange
optical pumping of the 21Ne spins, the polarization of 21Ne will reach steady state. Suppose that
a Bz magnetic field is applied to the comagnetometer. The virtual magnetic fields of K and Rb
caused by AC Stark shifts are in the z direction. At steady state, ∂Pe
K
/∂t = 0, ∂Pe
Rb
/∂t = 0
and ∂Pn/∂t = 0. For the low polarization limit, RRbwall = Q (0)RbD
Rb
Ne
(√
1+T/273.15
PNe/1amg
)(
pi
a
)2
+
8
Q (0)RbD
Rb
N2
(√
1+T/273.15
PN2/1amg
)(
pi
a
)2
.
The wall relaxation rates change with the 21Ne number density nNe in Fig. 1(a), the N2
number density nN2 in Fig. 1(b), the cell temperature T in Fig. 1(c) and the cell effective
radius a in Fig. 1(d), respectively. The illustration in Fig. 1(a) shows that RRb−N2wall−K−Rb−Ne
and RRb−N2wall−Cs−Rb−Ne don’t change when nNe increases, R
Rb−Ne
wall−K−Rb−Ne and R
Rb−Ne
wall−Cs−Rb−Ne
decrease with increasing nNe, therefore, R
Rb−Ne−N2
wall−K−Rb−Ne and R
Rb−Ne−N2
wall−Cs−Rb−Ne decrease with
increasing nNe. The illustration in Fig. 1(b) shows that R
Rb−N2
wall−K−Rb−Ne, R
Rb−N2
wall−Cs−Rb−Ne,
RRb−Ne−N2wall−K−Rb−Ne and R
Rb−Ne−N2
wall−Cs−Rb−Ne decrease with increasing nN2. The illustration in Fig. 1(c)
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shows that RRb−Newall−K−Rb−Ne, R
Rb−Ne
wall−Cs−Rb−Ne, R
Rb−N2
wall−K−Rb−Ne, R
Rb−N2
wall−Cs−Rb−Ne, R
Rb−Ne−N2
wall−K−Rb−Ne
and RRb−Ne−N2wall−Cs−Rb−Ne increase with the increasing T . The illustration in Fig. 1(d) shows that
RRb−N2wall−K−Rb−Ne, R
Rb−N2
wall−Cs−Rb−Ne, R
Rb−Ne−N2
wall−K−Rb−Ne and R
Rb−Ne−N2
wall−Cs−Rb−Ne decrease with increasing
a, RRb−Ne−N2wall−K−Rb−Ne and R
Rb−Ne−N2
wall−Cs−Rb−Ne are bigger than R
Rb−N2
wall−K−Rb−Ne and R
Rb−N2
wall−Cs−Rb−Ne,
respectively.
We can find that the relaxation rates for diffusion of 85Rb in the 21Ne gas to the wall of
39K-85Rb-21Ne co-magnetometer RRb−Newall−K−Rb−Ne, the total relaxation rates for diffusion of
85Rb
in the 21Ne and N2 gas to the wall of
39K-85Rb-21Ne co-magnetometer RRb−Ne−N2wall−K−Rb−Ne, the relax-
ation rates for diffusion of 85Rb in the 21Ne gas to the wall of 133Cs-85Rb-21Ne co-magnetometer
RRb−Newall−Cs−Rb−Ne and the total relaxation rates for diffusion of
85Rb in the 21Ne gas to the wall of
133Cs-85Rb-21Ne co-magnetometer RRb−Ne−N2wall−Cs−Rb−Ne decrease when
21Ne atom number density nNe
increases in Fig. 1(a), because the buffer gas 21Ne atom suppresses the spin relaxation caused by
wall collisions. The relaxation rates for diffusion of 85Rb in the N2 gas to the wall of
39K-85Rb-21Ne
co-magnetometer is RRb−N2wall−K−Rb−Ne, the relaxation rates for diffusion of
85Rb in the N2 gas to the
wall of 133Cs-85Rb-21Ne co-magnetometer is RRb−N2wall−Cs−Rb−Ne. R
Rb−N2
wall−K−Rb−Ne, R
Rb−Ne−N2
wall−K−Rb−Ne,
RRb−N2wall−Cs−Rb−Ne and R
Rb−Ne−N2
wall−Cs−Rb−Ne decrease when nN2 increases for N2 gas colliding with ex-
cited alkali metal atoms and absorbing the energy, which restrains radiative deexcitation of the
excited alkali metal atom, RRb−Newall−K−Rb−Ne and R
Rb−Ne
wall−Cs−Rb−Ne don’t change when nN2 increases
for they are not related with nN2 in Fig. 1(b).
RRb−N2wall−K−Rb−Ne,R
Rb−Ne−N2
wall−K−Rb−Ne,R
Rb−N2
wall−Cs−Rb−Ne,R
Rb−Ne−N2
wall−Cs−Rb−Ne,R
Rb−Ne
wall−K−Rb−Ne andR
Rb−Ne
wall−Cs−Rb−Ne
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increase with increasing cell temperature T in Fig. 1(c) for the increasing T makes the num-
ber density and relative velocity of 85Rb atoms bigger and more 85Rb atoms moving towards
the wall. RRb−Newall−K−Rb−Ne, R
Rb−N2
wall−K−Rb−Ne, R
Rb−Ne−N2
wall−K−Rb−Ne, R
Rb−Ne
wall−Cs−Rb−Ne, R
Rb−N2
wall−Cs−Rb−Ne and
RRb−Ne−N2wall−Cs−Rb−Ne decreases when the cell effective radius a increases in Fig. 1(d) for the
85Rb atoms
colliding more 21Ne atoms and N2 atoms with the increasing a when
85Rb atoms move towards the
wall, which will decrease the wall relaxation rate.
The polarization in the z direction could be calculated to bePezK ≈ PezRb ≈ DrRp/[DrRp+
RRbSD + Q (0)Rb /T1e]
(
Rp ≪ RSERb−K , Dr ≪ 1
)
, Pnz ≈ RseRb−Ne/(RseRb−Ne + 1/T1n). The angle
between the spins polarization and the z direction is small by applying a small magnetic field By
and the polarization of K, Rb and 21Ne are approximately constant in the z direction, then the
coupled Bloch equations can be simplified35. In the x direction, the polarizations of K and Rb can
be solved and are given by 35
P
e
xK ≈ PexRb
≈ PezRb
RRbtot/γ
e
(
By
Bn
δBz +
Ωy
γn
+ Lz
RRbtot/γ
e
Ωx
γn
)
(
RRbtot/γ
e
)2
+ (δBz + Lz)
2
. (4)
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where
P
e
zRb ≈
DrRp
DrRp +RRbSD +Q (0)Rb /T1e
,
1
T1e
= RRbSD +DrRp +R
Rb
wall,
Rp = R
K
p or R
Cs
p ,
RKp =
ΦKD1recf
K
D1
At
ΓKD1/2
(ν − vK0D1)2 + (ΓKD1/2)2
,
RCsp =
ΦCsD1recf
Cs
D1
At
ΓCsD1/2
(ν − vCs0D1)
2
+ (ΓCsD1/2)
2 ,
δBz = Bz − Be − Bn,
Bn ≈ 8
3
piµ0κRb−NeµNenNe
RseRb−Ne
RseRb−Ne + 1/T1n
,
Be =
8
3
piµ0κRb−NeM
Rb
0 P
e
zRb,M
Rb
0 ≈ µBnRb,
Lz = DrL
K
z + L
Rb
z ,
LKz =
ΦKD1recf
K
D1
Atγe
ν − vK0D1
(ν − vK0D1)2 + (ΓKD1/2)2
,
ΓKD1 = Γ
K
P−D1
√
1 +
3λ3IKPI
pihcΓKP−D1
,
LRbz =
ΦKD1recf
Rb
D1
Atγe
(
1
ν − vRb0D2
− 1
ν − vRb0D1
)
RRbtot = DrRp +R
Rb
SD +R
Rb
wall +Q (0)Rb /T
SE
2 ,
(
Rp ≪ RSERb−K , Dr ≪ 1
)
the polarization of Rb spins in the x direction (Rb polarization) will be measured in the experi-
ment, RseRb−Ne = κ
se
Rb−NenRb, Γ
K
P−D1 is the linewidth of the K-Ne pressure broadening, Γ
K
P−D1 =
nNeP0T
T0×2.69×1019/cm3
×7.8 GHz/atm, P0 = 101.325 kPa = 1 atm, T0 = 273.15 K, the linewidth of the
Cs-Ne pressure broadening ΓCsP−D1 =
nNeP0T
T0×2.69×1019/cm3
×8.2 GHz/atm 45, µ0 = 4pi×10−7 T·m/A,
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κRb−Ne ≈ 35.7, µB = 9.27408× 10−24 J/T, κseRb−Ne = σRb−NeSD v¯Rb−Ne, µNe = 3.33× 10−27 J/T,
T1n ≈ 214 × 60 × 2.69 × 1019/nNe 38, IKPI is the power density of pump beam, the 21Ne relax-
ation is dominated by the electric quadrupole interaction. During binary collisions, the interaction
between the induced electric-field gradients and the nuclear quadrupole moments produce torques
on the spins, thus cause relaxation 46. re = 2.817938 × 10−15 m, the resonance transition of K
λK0D1 is 770.108 nm, v
K
0D1 = c/λ
K
0D1 ≈ 3.895 × 105 GHz, D1 transition of Rb and Cs in vacuum
are λRb0D1 = 795 nm and λ
Cs
0D1 = 894.6 nm, respectively, therefore, v
Rb
0D1 = c/λ
Rb
0D1 ≈ 3.773× 105
GHz, vCs0D1 = c/λ
Cs
0D1 ≈ 3.353× 105 GHz,D2 transition of K and Rb in vacuum are λK0D2 = 766.7
nm and λRb0D2 = 780.2 nm, respectively, v
Rb
0D2 = c/λ
Rb
0D2 ≈ 3.845 × 105 GHz. fKD1 = 0.324,
fCsD1 = 0.347, f
Rb
D1 = 0.332, f
Rb
D2 = 0.668
47. ΦKD1 is the photon number flux andAt is the transverse
area of the pumping light, At = pia
2
p, re is the classical electron radius and c is the velocity of light,
fD1 is the oscillator strength
48 and γe is the electron gyromagnetic ratio, ΓKD1 is the linewidth (full
width at half maximum) of the pressure and power-broadened K D1 absorption line
49, and vK0D1
is the absorption center frequency rate of the absorption line. The far-off-resonant pump laser will
cause an AC Stark shift of Rb atoms. δBz is the compensation magnetic field.
For small atomic polarization, the spin precession rate is given by ω0 = gµBB/Q (P
e) ~,
which is the Larmor frequency, TSE is the spin-exchange time, 1/T
Rb
SE = nRbσ
Rb−Rb
SE v¯Rb−Rb, where
σRb−RbSE is the spin-exchange cross section between Rb and Rb and v¯Rb−Rb is the relative veloc-
ity between Rb and Rb. Q (P e) is the slowing-down factor for polarization and nuclear angular
momentum 27, 50, Q(P e)85Rb = (38 + 52P
2 + 6P 4)/(3 + 10P 2 + 3P 4)for 85Rb atom. In this
limit spin exchange contributes to transverse relaxation only in second order and vanishes for zero
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magnetic field 17, 1/T SE2 = ω
2
0TSE [Q(P
e)2 − (2I + 1)2]Q(P e)2/2Q(P e)2, for low polarization
limit and small magnetic felds, spin-exchange relaxation is quadratic in the magnetic feld, I is
nuclear spin of the alkali-metal atoms, we consider the relaxation rate due to 85Rb-85Rb, 85Rb-39K
spin-exchange collisions, then
1
T SE2
=
(
gµBB
Q (0)Rb ~
)2
Q(0)2Rb − (2IRb + 1)2
2nRbσ
Rb−Rb
SE v¯Rb−Rb
+
(
gµBB
Q (0)Rb ~
)2
Q(0)2Rb − (2IRb + 1)2
2nRbσ
Rb−K
SE v¯Rb−K
. (5)
For 39K, 85Rb and 133Cs, IK = 1.5, IRb = 2.5, ICs = 3.5, the relaxation rate for alkali-alkali
spin-exchange collisions
RRbRbSE =
(
gµBB
Q (0)Rb ~
)2
Q(0)2Rb − (2IRb + 1)2
2nRbσ
Rb−Rb
SE v¯Rb−Rb
, (6)
RKRbSE =
(
gµBB
Q(0)K~
)2
Q(0)2K − (2IK + 1)2
2nKσ
K−Rb
SE v¯K−Rb
, (7)
RRbKSE =
(
gµBB
Q(0)Rb~
)2
Q(0)2Rb − (2IRb + 1)2
2nRbσ
Rb−K
SE v¯Rb−K
, (8)
RKKSE =
(
gµBB
Q(0)K~
)2
Q(0)2K − (2IK + 1)2
2nKσ
K−K
SE v¯K−K
. (9)
whereB is the external magnetic field. With sufficiently high alkali metal number density (at
higher temperature) and in sufficiently low magnetic field, RKKSE ≈ RRbRbSE ≈ RRbKSE ≈ RKRbSE ≈ 0.
In the absence of spin-exchange relaxation, spin destruction collisions due to the spin-rotation
interaction 46, become a limiting factor. For low polarization limit, we take Q (P eK) ≈ Q (0)K ,
Q (P eRb) ≈ Q (0)Rb, σK−RbSE is the spin-exchange cross section of 39K and 85Rb by spin-exchange
collisions with each other, the value of relevant parameters are given at TABLE 1.
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We choose one of 21Ne number density nNe, N2 number density nN2, cell temperature T ,
frequency rate of pump beam ν, photon number fluxΦKD1(Φ
Cs
D1), mole fraction of
85Rb, cell effective
radius a, pump beam spot radius ap and power density of pump beam I
K
PI(I
Cs
PI ), the input rotation
velocity in the x directionΩx and y direction Ωy, external magnetic field in the y directionBy and z
directionBz by equation (4) as a variable (other parameters are invariable) to obtain the results that
the polarization of the 39K (133Cs)-85Rb-21Ne HOPSERF magnetometer respectively change with
the variable. Depending on suggestions and the typical conditions of the experiment group 34, 35, 54,
in order to facilitate the theoretical analysis, we take the mole fraction of 85Rb atom fRb = 0.97,
nNe = 6× 1019 cm−3, ΦKD1 = ΦCsD1 = 1020 /s, nN2 = 2× 1017 cm−3, IKPI = ICsPI = 0.02 W/cm2,
Ωx = 7.292 × 10−6 rad/s, Ωy = 7.292 × 10−5 rad/s, By = 1 × 10−12 T, Bz = 2.1 × 10−9 T,
a = 1 cm, ap = 1 cm, ν
K
p = ν
Cs
p = 3.99 × 1014 Hz and T = 457.5 K, at the moment, 39K, 85Rb
and 133Cs are in the SERF regime.
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The 85Rb polarization of 39K (133Cs)-85Rb-21Ne co-magnetometers change with the number
density of the buffer gas 21Ne in Fig. 2(a), the number density of the quench gas N2 in Fig.
2(b), the frequency rate of pump beam in Fig. 2(c) and the cell temperature in Fig. 2(d),
respectively. There is an anomalous behavior for the 85Rb polarization changing with the
frequency rate (when the frequency rate is around 3.8× 1014 Hz ).
To ensure the validity of the low polarization limit, we make the 85Rb polarization be smaller
than 0.01 and bigger than 0. The variations of the pumping rate of pump beam, the frequency
shift, the Bn, the Be, the alkali-alkali spin-exchange collisions relaxation rate related with 85Rb
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atom are shown in Fig.8 ∼ Fig.13, respectively. Fig. 2 demonstrates the 85Rb polarization of 39K
(133Cs)-85Rb-21Ne co-magnetometers changes with nNe, nN2, νp and T respectively.
Fig. 2(a) shows that 85Rb polarization increases with the increasing nNe when nNe is smaller
than a critical value about 1.0404 × 1017 cm−3 or bigger than about 2.5306 × 1021 cm−3 and
smaller than about 3.4786 × 1022 cm−3 in 39K -85Rb-21Ne and smaller than a critical value about
1.0328×1017 cm−3 or bigger than about 2.4929×1021 cm−3 and smaller than about 2.5809×1023
cm−3 in 133Cs-85Rb-21Ne co-magnetometers, otherwise, 85Rb polarization decreases. The 85Rb
polarization of 133Cs-85Rb-21Ne co-magnetometer is smaller than the one of 39K-85Rb-21Ne co-
magnetometer when 21Ne number density is smaller than about 9.8826× 1022 cm−3.
From the formula of RRbSD and Fig. 1(a), Fig. 8(a), Fig. 9(d), Fig. 10(a), Fig. 11(a), we can
find thatRRbSD increases with the increasing nNe,R
Rb−Ne
wall−K−Rb−Ne,R
Rb−Ne−N2
wall−K−Rb−Ne,R
Rb−Ne
wall−Cs−Rb−Ne,
RRb−Ne−N2wall−Cs−Rb−Ne decrease when
21Ne atom number density nNe increases in Fig. 1(a), the R
K
p and
RCsp increase with increasing nNe when nNe is smaller than a critical value about 3.8892 × 1022
cm−3 and 2.6214 × 1023 cm−3, respectively (otherwise, RKp and RCsp decrease with increasing
nNe) in Fig. 8(a), L
K
K−Rb−Ne and L
K−Rb
K−Rb−Ne, L
Cs
Cs−Rb−Ne and L
Cs−Rb
Cs−Rb−Ne decrease slowly with
increasing nNe when the nNe is smaller than about 6×1021 cm−3 and 5.6×1022 cm−3 respectively
(otherwise, they decrease rapidly) in Fig. 9(d), Bn increases rapidly when nNe is smaller than
about 4.0 × 1022 cm−3 (then increases slowly and tends to a constant from the equation of Bn
and T1n) in Fig. 10(a), B
e increases with the increasing nNe when nNe is smaller than about
5.6071× 1021 cm−3 in 39K-85Rb-21Ne and 2.01× 1022 cm−3 in 133Cs-85Rb-21Ne co-magnetometer
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respectively (then decreases) in Fig. 11(a). There is a biggest value for 85Rb polarization when
nNe is about 1.0404×1017 cm−3 in 39K -85Rb-21Ne and 1.0328×1017 cm−3 in 133Cs-85Rb-21Ne co-
magnetometer, which is mainly determined by theRRbSD andR
Rb
wall. When nNe is about 2.5809×1023
cm−3 in 39K -85Rb-21Ne and 2.5809×1023 cm−3 in 133Cs-85Rb-21Ne co-magnetometer, there is also
a biggest value for 85Rb polarization, which is mainly determined by theRRbSD,R
Rb
wall andR
K
p (R
Cs
p ).
Fig. 2(b) demonstrates that 85Rb polarization increases with increasing nN2 when nN2 is
smaller than about 8.2655× 1013 cm−3 in 39K-85Rb-21Ne and 133Cs-85Rb-21Ne co-magnetometers,
otherwise, the 85Rb polarization decreases. When nN2 is in the range about 1 × 1018 cm−3 ∼
1 × 1024 cm−3, the 85Rb polarization decreases slowly with the inceasing nN2. From the for-
mula of RRbSD and Fig. 1(b), Fig. 11(b), we can find that R
Rb
SD increases with the increasing
nN2, R
Rb−N2
wall−K−Rb−Ne, R
Rb−Ne−N2
wall−K−Rb−Ne, R
Rb−N2
wall−Cs−Rb−Ne and R
Rb−Ne−N2
wall−Cs−Rb−Ne decrease when nN2
increases, RRb−Newall−K−Rb−Ne and R
Rb−Ne
wall−Cs−Rb−Ne don’t change when nN2 increases in Fig. 1(b), B
e
decreases slowly when nN2 is smaller than about 4.0 × 1019 cm−3 in 39K-85Rb-21Ne and 133Cs-
85Rb-21Ne co-magnetometer respectively, then begin to decrease rapidly in Fig. 11(b). There is a
biggest value for 85Rb polarization when nN2 is about 8.2655 × 1013 cm−3 in 39K-85Rb-21Ne and
133Cs-85Rb-21Ne co-magnetometers, which is mainly determined by the RRbSD and R
Rb
wall.
Fig. 2(c) shows that 85Rb polarization of 39K-85Rb-21Ne co-magnetometer increases when
the νp increases but is smaller than a critical value about 3.7735 × 1014 Hz or in the range about
3.7736×1014 Hz∼ 3.8452×1014 Hz, or bigger than 3.8577×1014 Hz, decreases when the νp is in
the range about 3.7735×1014 Hz∼ 3.7736×1014 Hz, or 3.8453×1014 Hz∼ 3.8577×1014 Hz, or
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3.8981 × 1014 Hz ∼ 4.04 × 1014 Hz. The 85Rb polarization of 133Cs-85Rb-21Ne co-magnetometer
increases when the νp increases but is smaller than a critical value about 3.3475×1014 Hz or in the
range about 3.724×1014 Hz∼ 3.7735×1014 Hz, or 3.8452×1014 Hz ∼ 3.8453×1014 Hz. When
the νp is in the range 3.3597× 1014 Hz ∼ 3.724× 1014 Hz, 3.7735× 1014 Hz ∼ 3.7736× 1014 Hz,
or bigger than about 3.8453× 1014 Hz, the 85Rb polarization decreases with increasing νp.
From the formula of the 85Rb polarization and Fig. 8(e), Fig. 9(b), Fig. 11(c), we can find
that RKp and R
Cs
p increase with increasing νp when the νp is smaller than a critical value about
3.8956 × 1014 Hz and 3.3535 × 1014 Hz, respectively, otherwise, RKp and RCsp decrease with the
increasing νp in Fig. 8(e). The illustrations in Fig. 9(b) demonstrate that L
K
K−Rb−Ne decreases
with increasing νp when the νp is smaller than about 3.8954 × 1014 Hz and bigger than about
3.8957 × 1014 Hz, otherwise, LKK−Rb−Ne increases. LCsCs−Rb−Ne decreases with the increasing νp
when the νp is smaller than about 3.3533 × 1014 Hz and bigger than about 3.3536 × 1014Hz,
otherwise, LCsCs−Rb−Ne increases. L
Rb
K−Rb−Ne increases with increasing νp when the νp is smaller
than about 3.7735× 1014 Hz. When the νp is in the range about 3.7736× 1014 Hz∼3.8093× 1014
Hz, LRbK−Rb−Ne and L
K−Rb
K−Rb−Ne are negative and increase. When the νp is in the range 3.8094×1014
Hz∼3.8451×1014 Hz, LRbK−Rb−Ne and LK−RbK−Rb−Ne are negative and decrease. When the νp is bigger
than about 3.8452 × 1014 Hz, LRbK−Rb−Ne is positive and decreases. LK−RbK−Rb−Ne is negative and
decreases when the frequency rate is smaller than about 3.5429 × 1014Hz. When the νp is in the
range 3.5429×1014 Hz∼3.7735×1014 Hz, LK−RbK−Rb−Ne increases with increasing νp. When the νp is
in the range about 3.8452×1014 Hz∼3.8954×1014 Hz, LK−RbK−Rb−Ne decreases. When the νp is in the
range about 3.8955×1014 Hz∼3.8957×1014 Hz, LK−RbK−Rb−Ne increases. When the νp is bigger than
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about 3.8957× 1014 Hz, LK−RbK−Rb−Ne decreases. LCs−RbCs−Rb−Ne decreases with increasing νp when the
νp is in the range about 3.1×1014 Hz∼3.3533×1014 Hz and 3.3536×1014 Hz∼3.6017×1014 Hz,
3.8094×1014 Hz∼3.8451×1014 Hz, 3.8452×1014 Hz∼4.04×1014 Hz. LCs−RbCs−Rb−Ne increases when
the νp is in the range about 3.3534×1014 Hz∼3.3536×1014 Hz, 3.6017×1014 Hz∼3.7735×1014
Hz and 3.7736 × 1014 Hz∼3.8093 × 1014 Hz. Be increases with increasing νp when the νp is
smaller than about 3.8955 × 1014 Hz in 39K-85Rb-21Ne and 3.3534 × 1014 Hz in 133Cs-85Rb-21Ne
co-magnetometer respectively, then decreases in Fig. 11(c), which is caused by the pumping rate
due to the pumping rate has the same pattern of change from Fig. 8(e). Therefore, the change of
85Rb polarization with the νp is mainly determined by the pumping rate of the pump beam, the
frequency shift and Be. The anomalous behavior of the change of 85Rb polarization with the νp
when the νp is around 3.8 × 1014 Hz, which is different from Fig. 8(e) and Fig. 11(c), is mainly
determined by the frequency shift.
Fig. 2(d) demonstrates that 85Rb polarization decreases with the increasing T . The 85Rb
polarization of 133Cs-85Rb-21Ne co-magnetometer is smaller than the one of 39K-85Rb-21Ne co-
magnetometer. From the formula of the RRbSD and Fig. 1(c), Fig. 8(f), Fig. 9(e), Fig. 10(b),
Fig. 12(d), Fig. 13(b), we can find that RRbSD increases with increasing T . R
Rb−N2
wall−K−Rb−Ne,
RRb−Ne−N2wall−K−Rb−Ne, R
Rb−N2
wall−Cs−Rb−Ne, R
Rb−Ne−N2
wall−Cs−Rb−Ne, R
Rb−Ne
wall−K−Rb−Ne and R
Rb−Ne
wall−Cs−Rb−Ne increase
with increasing T in Fig. 1(c) for the increasing T makes the number density and relative ve-
locity of 85Rb atoms bigger and more 85Rb atoms move towards the wall. Fig. 8(f) shows that
RKp and R
Cs
p increase with increasing T , duo to the increasing T increases the linewidth of the
K-Ne and Cs-Ne pressure broadening, which make RKp and R
Cs
p increase. Fig. 9(e) shows that
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LKK−Rb−Ne, L
Cs
Cs−Rb−Ne, L
K−Rb
K−Rb−Ne and L
Cs−Rb
Cs−Rb−Ne decreases slowly with increasing T , duo to
the increasing T increases the linewidth of the K-Ne and Cs-Ne pressure broadening, which make
LKK−Rb−Ne, L
Cs
Cs−Rb−Ne, L
K−Rb
K−Rb−Ne and L
Cs−Rb
Cs−Rb−Ne decrease. However, L
Rb
K−Rb−Ne and L
Rb
Cs−Rb−Ne
don’t change with the T for LRbK−Rb−Ne and L
Rb
Cs−Rb−Ne have nothing to do with the T . Fig. 10(b)
shows that Bn increases with increasing T and Bn tends to a constant in the end duo to only
RseRb−Ne changes with the T from the equation of B
n and RseRb−Ne increases with the increasing
T . Be increases with increasing T in Fig. 12(d). RRbKKRbNe, R
RbCs
CsRbNe, R
RbRb
KRbNe, R
RbRb
CsRbNe, R
EE
KRbNe,
REECsRbNe decrease with the increasing T in Fig. 13(b) for the increasing T makingR
SE
Rb−K , R
SE
Rb−Rb
and RSERb−Cs increase, which is inversely proportional to the R
RbK
KRbNe, R
RbRb
KRbNe, R
RbRb
CsRbNe, R
RbCs
CsRbNe
in equation (5), respectively. Therefore, the total effect of the RRbSD, the pumping rate of the pump
beam (RKp and R
Cs
p ), the frequency shift (L
K
K−Rb−Ne, L
Cs
Cs−Rb−Ne, L
K−Rb
K−Rb−Ne and L
Cs−Rb
Cs−Rb−Ne),
Bn, Be and the alkali-alkali spin-exchange collisions relaxation rate (RRbKKRbNe, R
RbCs
CsRbNe, R
RbRb
KRbNe,
RRbRbCsRbNe, R
EE
KRbNe, R
EE
CsRbNe) make the
85Rb polarization decrease with the increasing T .
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The 85Rb polarization of 39K (133Cs)-85Rb-21Ne co-magnetometers change with the photon
number flux in Fig. 3(a), the mole fraction of 85Rb in Fig. 3(b), the cell effective radius in Fig.
3(c), the pump beam spot radius in Fig. 3(d) when a = 5cm and the power density of pump
22
beam in Fig. 3(e).
Fig. 3 shows that the 85Rb polarization of 39K (133Cs)-85Rb-21Ne co-magnetometers changes
with the photon number flux ΦD1, mole fraction of
85Rb fRb, cell effective radius a, pump beam
spot radius ap and power density of pump beam IPI . Fig. 3(a) demonstrates that
85Rb polariza-
tion in 39K-85Rb-21Ne co-magnetometer increases with increasing ΦD1 when the ΦD1 is smaller
than about 1.7315 × 1022 /s and decreases when the ΦD1 is bigger than 3.8416 × 1027 /s. 85Rb
polarization in 133Cs-85Rb-21Ne co-magnetometer increases with increasing ΦD1 when the ΦD1 is
smaller than about 4.3672×1022 /s and decreases when ΦD1 is bigger than about 3.8203×1027 /s.
From the formula of the 85Rb polarization and Fig. 8(d), Fig. 9(a), Fig. 12(a), we can find that RKp
(RCsp ), the frequency shift and B
e increase with the increasing ΦD1. B
e increases rapidly with the
increasing ΦD1 when the ΦD1 is smaller than about 5×1024 s−1 in 39K-85Rb-21Ne and 3×1025 s−1
in 133Cs-85Rb-21Ne co-magnetometer respectively, then increases slowly and tends to a constant in
Fig. 12(a) due to only the pumping rate increases with the increasing ΦD1 in the equation of B
e
and P ezRb, P
e
zRb has the same pattern of change, which makes the B
e have the change rule above.
Therefore, the increase process of the 85Rb polarization is determined by RKp (R
Cs
p ), the frequency
shift and Be, the decrease process of the 85Rb polarization is mainly determined by RKp (R
Cs
p ) and
the frequency shift for Be tending to a constant.
Fig. 3(b) shows that 85Rb polarizations decrease with increasing mole fraction of 85Rb fRb.
From the formula of theDr,R
Rb
SD and Fig. 11(d), Fig. 13(a), we can find thatDr decreases andR
Rb
SD
increases with the increasing fRb. When the fRb is smaller than about 0.0318 in
39K-85Rb-21Ne and
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0.0135 in 133Cs-85Rb-21Ne co-magnetometer respectively, Be increases with the increasing fRb,
otherwise, Be decreases in Fig. 11(d). Fig. 13(a) shows that the RRbKKRbNe, R
RbCs
CsRbNe, R
RbRb
KRbNe,
RRbRbCsRbNe, R
EE
KRbNe, R
EE
CsRbNe decrease with the increasing fRb. Therefore, the decrease process of
the 85Rb polarization is determined by Dr, R
Rb
SD, B
e and RRbKKRbNe, R
RbCs
CsRbNe, R
RbRb
KRbNe, R
RbRb
CsRbNe,
REEKRbNe, R
EE
CsRbNe, where theDr and R
Rb
SD play important roles.
Fig. 3(c) demonstrates that 85Rb polarizations decrease with increasing cell effective radius
a. From the formula of the 85Rb polarization and Fig. 1(d), Fig. 12(b), we can find that the wall re-
laxation rate RRb−Newall−K−Rb−Ne, R
Rb−N2
wall−K−Rb−Ne, R
Rb−Ne−N2
wall−K−Rb−Ne, R
Rb−Ne
wall−Cs−Rb−Ne, R
Rb−N2
wall−Cs−Rb−Ne
andRRb−Ne−N2wall−Cs−Rb−Ne decreases when the a increases in Fig. 1(d) andB
e increases when a increases
in Fig. 12(b), therefore, the decrease process of the 85Rb polarization is determined by the wall
relaxation rate and Be, where the wall relaxation rate plays a decisive role.
Fig. 3(d) demonstrates that 85Rb polarizations decrease with increasing pump beam spot
radius ap when a = 5cm. From the formula of the
85Rb polarization and Fig. 8(b), Fig. 9(f), Fig.
12(c), we can find that RKp , R
Cs
p , the frequency shift and B
e decreases with the increasing ap duo
to the increasing ap increases the transverse area of the pumping light At, which makes R
K
p , R
Cs
p
and the frequency shift decrease. The Be decreases with the increasing ap duo to the increasing
ap makes the R
K
p (R
Cs
p ) decrease, which decreases the P
e
zRb and the decreasing P
e
zRb makes the B
e
decrease.
Fig. 3(e) shows that 85Rb polarization increases when the power density of pump beam IKPI
and ICsPI increase, but is smaller than a critical value about 5.499 × 105 W/cm2 and 1.6156 × 107
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W/cm2, respectively, otherwise, it will decrease. When the IKPI is in the range about 1 W/cm
2
∼ 5.499 × 105 W/cm2 and ICsPI is in the range about 0.2 W/cm2 ∼ 1.6156 × 107 W/cm2, the
85Rb polarization increases rapidly. From the formula of the ΓKD1 and Γ
Cs
D1, Fig. 8(c), Fig. 9(c),
Fig. 12(e), we can find that ΓKD1 and Γ
Cs
D1 increase with the increasing I
K
PI and I
Cs
PI , respectively.
RKp and R
Cs
p increase with increasing I
K
PI and I
Cs
PI when I
K
PI is smaller than a critical value about
5.499 × 105 W/cm2 and ICsPI is smaller than a critical value about 1.6156 × 107 W/cm2, respec-
tively, otherwise, RKp and R
Cs
p decrease with the increasing power density. Fig. 9(c) shows that
LKK−Rb−Ne and L
Cs
Cs−Rb−Ne decrease slowly with the increasing I
K
PI and I
Cs
PI when the I
K
PI and
ICsPI is smaller than about 10
5 W/cm2 and 106 W/cm2, respectively, otherwise, LKK−Rb−Ne and
LCsCs−Rb−Ne decrease rapidly. L
Rb
K−Rb−Ne and L
Rb
Cs−Rb−Ne don’t change with the I
K
PI and I
Cs
PI for
LRbK−Rb−Ne and L
Rb
Cs−Rb−Ne have nothing to do with the power density. L
K−Rb
K−Rb−Ne and L
Cs−Rb
Cs−Rb−Ne
decrease with the increasing IKPI and I
Cs
PI . B
e increases when the IKPI and I
Cs
PI increase, but is
smaller than a critical value about 5.499 × 105 W/cm2 and 1.6156 × 107 W/cm2 in Fig. 12(e),
respectively, otherwise, it will decrease. Therefore, the change process of the 85Rb polarization
is determined by the pumping rate of the pump beam, the frequency shift and Be, where the the
pump beam and Be play a decisive role. When the IKPI and I
Cs
PI are smaller than about 2.883× 106
W/cm2, the 85Rb polarization in the 39K-85Rb-21Ne co-magnetometer is even bigger than the one
in the 133Cs-85Rb-21Ne co-magnetometer.
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The 85Rb polarization of 39K (133Cs)-85Rb-21Ne co-magnetometers change with the input ro-
tation velocity in the x direction in Fig. 4(a) and y direction in Fig. 4(b), the external magnetic
field in the y direction By in Fig. 4(c) and z direction Bz in Fig. 4(d), respectively.
Fig. 4 shows that the 85Rb polarization of 39K (133Cs)-85Rb-21Ne co-magnetometers change
with the input rotation velocity in the x direction and y direction. Fig. 4(a) demonstrates that the
85Rb polarizations increase with increasing input rotation velocity in the x direction Ωx. Fig. 4(b)
shows that the 85Rb polarizations increase with increasing Ωy. When Lz is some negative value,
Ωy
γn
+ Lz
RRbtot/γ
e
Ωx
γn
= 0, which can help eliminate the effect of the input rotation velocity Ωx and Ωy on
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the 85Rb polarization. Fig. 4(c) demonstrates that 85Rb polarizations decrease with increasing ex-
ternal magnetic field in the y direction By. Fig. 4(d) shows that
85Rb polarizations increase slowly
with increasing external magnetic field in the z direction Bz when Bz is smaller than about 10
−5 T
and increase rapidly when Bz is bigger than about 10
−5 T but smaller than about 6.9588× 10−5 T
(85Rb polarization is about 0.01) in 39K-85Rb-21Ne and 7.0895×10−5 W/cm2 (85Rb polarization is
about 0.01) in 133Cs-85Rb-21Ne co-magnetometer. When Bz is bigger than about 7.3907× 10−5 T
(85Rb polarization is about 0.01) in 39K-85Rb-21Ne and 7.2585 × 10−5 W/cm2 (85Rb polarization
is about 0.01) in 133Cs-85Rb-21Ne co-magnetometer, the 85Rb polarization decreases rapidly. The
change of Bz will make the compensation magnetic field δBz change, which will affect the
85Rb
polarization.
The fundamental sensitivity of the hybrid optical pumping SERF co-magnetometer. To im-
prove the practicability of the hybrid optical pumping SERF co-magnetometers, it is necessary for
us to investigate the fundamental sensitivity of the co-magnetometers to improve the sensitivity,
stability of the co-magnetometers and realize the miniaturization of the co-magnetometers. The
fundamental, shot-noise-limited sensitivity of an atomic gyroscope based on the co-magnetometer
is given by 17, 59
δΩ =
γn
γe
1√
nT2V t
, (10)
where γn is the nuclear gyromagnetic ratio of the noble gas atom, γe is the electon gyromagnetic
ratio of the alkali metal atom, γe (γe = gµB
~
) 27, 59, g is the electron g-factor, µB is the Bohr mag-
neton, n is the density of alkali metal atoms, V is the measurement volume, t is the measurement
time, T2 is the transverse spin relaxation time,
1
T2
= RSD +Rwall+Q(P
e)ReeSE. For the transverse
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spin relaxation time of the co-magnetometers, we need consider the spin destruction relaxation
RSD caused by Ne, N2, alkali metal atom A and B, the relaxation rates due to diffusion of alkali
metal atoms A and B to the wall 17 RAwall and R
B
wall, the relaxation rate due to alkali-alkali spin-
exchange collisions 60 ReeSE, R
ee
SE = R
AA
SE +R
AB
SE +R
BA
SE +R
BB
SE , which cannot be ignored for large
external magnetic field B and is negligible in SERF regime (when T is higher than 418.3 K, B is
smaller than 10−10 T, ReeSE ≈ 0), the pumping rate of pump beam Rp and the pumping rate of atom
B RB (RB is a function of Rp), hence,
1
T2
= RASD+R
B
SD+R
A
wall+R
B
wall+Q(P
e)ReeSE+Rp+RB ,
we substitute this term into equation (10) and obtain
δΩ =
γn
√
RABSD +RWall +Q(P
e)ReeSE +Rp +RB
γe
√
nV t
. (11)
where RABSD = R
A
SD + R
B
SD, RWall = R
A
wall + R
B
wall. However, because alkali metal atom B
is probed atom, only these items associated with atom B will be considered in the experiments,
we don’t consider those items irrelevant to atom B, for the low polarization limit, we acquire the
fundamental sensitivity of the co-magnetometers due to the shot-noise as following
δΩ′ =
γn
√
RBwall +RSD +RB +Q(0)BR
EE
SE
γe
√
nBV t
. (12)
where Rwall = Q(0)BD
B
buffer
(√
1+T/273.15
Pbuffer/1amg
)(
pi
a
)2
+ Q(0)BD
B
quench
(√
1+T/273.15
Pquench/1amg
)(
pi
a
)2
, D are
the diffusion coefficients of the alkali atom within Ne and N2 respectively, R
B
wall = R
B−Ne
wall +
RB−N2wall . D
B
buffer is the diffusion constant of the alkali atom B within the buffer gas
39–41 in units of
cm2/s and is given at 1 amg and 273 K,DBquench is the diffusion constant of the alkali atom Bwithin
the quench gas 40–42 in units of cm2/s and is given at 1 amg and 273 K, 1amg = 2.69×1019 cm−3,
Pbuffer is the pressure intensity of buffer gas in amg, Pquench is the pressure intensity of quench
gas in amg, a is the equivalent radius of vapor cell, RSD = nNeσ
B−Ne
SD v¯B−Ne+nN2σ
B−N2
SD v¯B−N2 +
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nBσ
B−B
SD v¯B−B + nBσ
B−A
SD v¯B−A + nAσ
A−B
SD v¯A−B, RB = DrRp, R
EE
SE = R
BB
SE + R
BA
SE , R
BB
SE =(
gµBB
q(0)B~
)2
q(0)2
B
−(2IB+1)
2
2kB−B
SE
nB
, RBASE =
(
gµBB
q(0)B~
)2
q(0)2
B
−(2IB+1)
2
2kB−A
SE
nB
.
In the limit of fast spin-exchange and small magnetic field, the spin-exchange relaxation rate
vanishes for sufficiently small magnetic field 36. In equation (12), we can find that the fundamental
sensitivity of the co-magnetometers increases when part or all of RBwall, RSD, RB , R
BB
SE , R
AB
SE and
RBASE (the later three terms are approximately zero in sufficiently low magnetic field and the co-
magnetometer is in the SERF regime, which is helpful for us to study how B influence the SERF
regime and fundamental sensitivity of the co-magnetometers) decrease, nB , V and t increase. For
the expressions of RBwall, RSD, RB , R
BB
SE , R
AB
SE , R
BA
SE , nB , V and t, we just need to consider the
fundamental sensitivity of the co-magnetometers change with one of the cell effective radius a,
nNe, nN2, t, cell temperature T , pumping rate of pump beam (R
K
p and R
Cs
p ), external magnetic
field B and measurement volume V .
As we discussed in our previous work 24, diffusion of alkali metal atoms A and B to the
wall will corrode the vapor cell and decrease the fundamental sensitivity of the co-magnetometers.
Sufficiently many buffer gas will reduce diffusion of alkali metal atoms A and B to the wall. The
probed alkali-metal atoms have a large absorption effect on the pumping beam, it’s an additional
relaxation item for the alkali-metal atoms of the co-magnetometers. The spin exchange rate be-
tween alkali metal atoms A and alkali metal atoms B plays a similar “pumping beam” action. Atom
B is polarized by the spin exchange collision between alkali metal atoms A and B. The pumping
effect of probe beam means circularly polarized light in the probe beam pumps alkali-metal atoms.
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The outer electrons of the alkali metal atoms are polarized by the pumping beam, the polarized
electrons undergo Larmor precession under the external magnetic field.
We take 39K and 133Cs atom as A atom, 85Rb as B atom, one of the fRb, nNe, nN2, t, T ,
ΦKD1(Φ
Cs
D1), v
K
p (v
Cs
p ), I
K
PI(I
Cs
PI ), a, ap, B (it is helpful for us to study how B influence the SERF
regime and fundamental sensitivity of the co-magnetometers) and V in equation (12) as a variable
(other parameters are invariable) to obtain the results that the fundamental sensitivity of the co-
magnetometers based on 39K-85Rb-21Ne and 133Cs-85Rb-21Ne change with the variable. Depending
on suggestions and the typical conditions of the experiment group 34, 35, 54, in order to facilitate
the theoretical analysis, we take fRb = 0.97, nNe = 6 × 1019 cm−3, nN2 = 2 × 1017 cm−3,
ΦKD1 = Φ
Cs
D1 = 10
20 /s, IKPI = I
Cs
PI = 0.02W/cm
2, a = 1 cm, ap = 1 cm, ν
K
p = ν
Cs
p = 3.99× 1014
Hz, T = 457.5 K, V = 1 cm3, t = 100 s and B = 10−15 T (ReeSE ≈ 0). The variations of the
alkali-alkali spin-exchange collisions relaxation rate is shown in Fig.13.
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The fundamental sensitivity of 39K (133Cs)-85Rb-21Ne co-magnetometers change with the num-
ber density of the buffer gas 21Ne in Fig. 5(a), number density of the quench gas N2 in Fig.
5(b), the frequency rate of pump beam in Fig. 5(c) and the power density of pump beam in
Fig. 5(d), respectively.
Fig. 5(a) represents that the fundamental sensitivity of 39K(133Cs)-85Rb-21Ne co-magnetometer
augments with the increasing number density of 21Ne nNe when nNe is smaller than a critical value
about 1.67 × 1019 cm−3 and decreases when nNe is bigger than the value. For this phenomenon,
just as we discussed in our previous work 24, we think that more alkali-metal atoms diffuse to
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the cell wall and less spin exchange collisions between alkali-metal atoms A and B when nNe is
smaller than the value and decrease. Less alkali-metal atoms diffuse to the cell wall and more spin
exchange collisions between alkali-metal atoms and buffer gas so that there are less spin exchange
collisions in alkali-metal atoms when nNe is bigger than the value and increase. Hence, if we take
the critical value as nNe, spin exchange collisions in alkali-metal atoms are the most, we can obtain
the highest fundamental sensitivity of the co-magnetometer. From equation (12), Fig. 1(a) and Fig.
8(a), we can find that RSD increases with the increasing nNe, R
Rb−Ne−N2
wall−K−Rb−Ne and R
Rb−Ne−N2
wall−Cs−Rb−Ne
decrease with increasing nNe, R
K
p and R
Cs
p increase with increasing nNe when nNe is smaller than
a critical value about 3.8892× 1022 cm−3 and 2.6214× 1023 cm−3, respectively (which makes the
RB has the same pattern of change), other systemic parameters in the equation (12) don’t change
with nNe, hence, there is a smallest nNe to make the fundamental sensitivity highest, which is
determined by RSD, R
Rb−Ne−N2
wall−K−Rb−Ne (R
Rb−Ne−N2
wall−Cs−Rb−Ne) and R
K
p (R
Cs
p ).
Fig. 5(b) shows that the fundamental sensitivity of 39K(133Cs)-85Rb-21Ne co-magnetometer
increases with the increasing N2 number density nN2 when nN2 is smaller than a critical value
about 1.24×1019 cm−3 and decreases when nN2 is higher than the value. From equation (12), Fig.
1(b), we can find that RSD increases with the increasing nN2, R
Rb−Ne−N2
wall−K−Rb−Ne and R
Rb−Ne−N2
wall−Cs−Rb−Ne
decrease with increasing nN2, other systemic parameters in the equation (12) don’t change with
nNe, hence, there is a smallest nN2 to make the fundamental sensitivity highest, which is deter-
mined by RSD and R
Rb−Ne−N2
wall−K−Rb−Ne (R
Rb−Ne−N2
wall−Cs−Rb−Ne).
Fig. 5(c) demonstrates that when the frequency rate of pump beam is smaller than about
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3.878 × 1014 Hz and 3.31 × 1014 Hz, respectively, the fundamental sensitivity of 39K-85Rb-21Ne
and 133Cs-85Rb-21Ne co-magnetometers increase slowly, when the frequency rate is in the range
3.878 × 1014 Hz ∼ 3.893 × 1014 Hz (85Rb polarization is about 0.01) and 3.31 × 1014 Hz ∼
3.3475 × 1014 Hz (85Rb polarization is about 0.01), the fundamental sensitivity of 39K-85Rb-21Ne
and 133Cs-85Rb-21Ne co-magnetometers increase rapidly. The fundamental sensitivity of 39K-85Rb-
21Ne and 133Cs-85Rb-21Ne co-magnetometers decrease rapidly when the frequency rate is in the
range 3.8981 × 1014 Hz (85Rb polarization is about 0.01) ∼ 3.91 × 1014 Hz and 3.3597 × 1014
Hz (85Rb polarization is about 0.01) ∼ 3.38 × 1014 Hz respectively. When the frequency rate is
bigger than about 3.91 × 1014 Hz and 3.38 × 1014 Hz respectively, the fundamental sensitivity of
39K-85Rb-21Ne and 133Cs-85Rb-21Ne co-magnetometers decrease slowly.
Fig. 5(d) shows that the fundamental sensitivity decreases with the increasing power density
of pump beam when the power density is smaller than about 5.58 × 105 W/cm2 in 39K-85Rb-
21Ne co-magnetometer and 1.623× 107 W/cm2 in 133Cs-85Rb-21Ne co-magnetometer. Otherwise,
the fundamental sensitivity will increase with the increasing power density, respectively. In the
experiment, the power density is usually a few hundred mW/cm2. The frequency rate and power
density affect the fundamental sensitivity by changing the pumping rate of the pumping beam.
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The fundamental sensitivity of 39K (133Cs)-85Rb-21Ne co-magnetometers change with the ex-
ternal magnetic field in Fig. 6(a), the cell temperature in Fig. 6(b), the cell effective radius in
Fig. 6(c) and the pump beam spot radius when a = 5cm in Fig. 6(d), respectively.
Fig. 6(a) describes that when the external magnetic field B is smaller than about 10−8 T,
the fundamental sensitivity of 39K (133Cs)-85Rb-21Ne co-magnetometers almost do not change
with the increasing B, respectively (decrease slowly). Otherwise, it decreases rapidly. When
the B is smaller than about 2.0182 × 10−8 T, the fundamental sensitivity of 39K -85Rb-21Ne
co-magnetometer is lower than the one of 133Cs)-85Rb-21Ne co-magnetometer. The increasing
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B will make the relaxation rate due to alkali-alkali spin-exchange collisions REESE increase and
don’t change other systemic parameters of equation (12), which makes the fundamental sensitivity
decrease.
The fundamental sensitivity of 39K (133Cs)-85Rb-21Ne co-magnetometers increase with the
increasing cell temperature T respectively in Fig. 6(b) and we can know that the fundamen-
tal sensitivity of 39K -85Rb-21Ne co-magnetometer is lower than the one of 133Cs)-85Rb-21Ne co-
magnetometer from the illustration. From equation (12), Fig. 1(c), Fig. 8(f) and Fig. 13(b), we can
find that RSD and nB (nRb) increases with the increasing T , Rwall increases rapidly when the T
increases and the pumping rate increases slowly with the increasing T . However, there is a larger
increase for the 85Rb number density and a decrease for REESE (R
EE
SE ≈ 0) when the T increases.
Hence, the fundamental sensitivity increases with the increasing T , which is mainly determined by
the 85Rb number density.
The fundamental sensitivity of 39K (133Cs)-85Rb-21Ne co-magnetometers increase with the
increasing cell effective radius a, respectively in Fig. 6(c) duo to the increasing a makes the
Rwall decrease, which will increase the fundamental sensitivity. The fundamental sensitivity of
39K (133Cs)-85Rb-21Ne co-magnetometers with a = 5 cm increase with the increasing pump beam
spot radius ap respectively in Fig. 6(d) for the increasing ap making the pumping rate of the pump
beam decrease, which will increase the fundamental sensitivity.
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The fundamental sensitivity of 39K(133Cs)-85Rb-21Ne co-magnetometers change with the pho-
ton number flux in Fig. 7(a), mole fraction of 85Rb in Fig. 7(b), the measurement volume in
Fig. 7(c) and measurement time in Fig. 7(d), respectively.
Fig. 7(a) describes that the fundamental sensitivity of 39K (133Cs)-85Rb-21Ne co-magnetometers
decrease with the increasing photon number fluxΦD1 and when theΦD1 is lower than about 1×1023
/s, the fundamental sensitivity almost don’t change(decrease slowly) with increasing ΦD1, other-
wise, the fundamental sensitivity decrease rapidly. The fundamental sensitivity increase with the
increasing mole fraction of 85Rb fRb respectively. When the fRb is bigger than about 0.9650,
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the fundamental sensitivity of 133Cs-85Rb-21Ne co-magnetometer is higher than the one of 39K-
85Rb-21Ne co-magnetometer in Fig. 7(b). Fig. 7(c) shows that the fundamental sensitivity of
39K (133Cs)-85Rb-21Ne co-magnetometers with a = 5 cm increase with increasing measurement
volume, respectively. The fundamental sensitivity of 39K (133Cs)-85Rb-21Ne co-magnetometers
increase with increasing measurement time respectively in Fig. 7(d).
As a result, the polarization of 85Rb atom of the co-magnetometer based on 133Cs-85Rb-21Ne
is smaller than the one based on 39K-85Rb-21Ne in Fig. 2 ∼ Fig. 4 when 21Ne number density
is smaller than about 9.8827 × 1022 cm−3 or frequency rate of pump beam is bigger than about
3.7466×1014 Hz or the power density of pump beam is smaller than about 2.883×106W/cm2. The
fundamental sensitivity of 39K-85Rb-21Ne co-magnetometer is lower than the one of 133Cs-85Rb-
21Ne co-magnetometer when the frequency rate of pump beam is bigger than about 3.3632× 1014
Hz or smaller than about 3.3437× 1014 Hz, the mole fraction of 85Rb is bigger than about 0.9650
or the external magnetic field is smaller than about 2.0182× 10−8 T in Fig. 5 ∼ Fig. 7.
We obtain a fundamental sensitivity of 3.0708× 10−10 rad/s/Hz1/2 with 39K-85Rb-21Ne co-
magnetometer with 85Rb polarization is 6.5324 × 10−6 and nK/nRb = 0.0023, a fundamental
sensitivity of 3.0655 × 10−10 rad/s/Hz1/2 with 133Cs-85Rb-21Ne co-magnetometer with 85Rb po-
larization is 1.0006 × 10−6 and nCs/nRb = 0.0151 when nNe = 6 × 1019 cm−3, nN2 = 2 × 1017
cm−3, T = 457.5 K, fRb = 0.97, Φ
K
D1 = Φ
Cs
D1 = 10
20 /s, IKPI = I
Cs
PI = 0.02 W/cm
2,
νKp = ν
Cs
p = 3.99 × 1014 Hz, a = 1 cm, ap = 1 cm, V = 1 cm3, B = 10−15 T and t = 1 s. By
optimizing above parameters, we obtain a fundamental sensitivity of 3.7762× 10−12 rad/s/Hz1/2
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with 39K-85Rb-21Ne with the polarization of 85Rb atom is 4.7981 × 10−7 and nK/nRb = 0.0023,
a fundamental sensitivity of 3.7334 × 10−12 rad/s/Hz1/2 with 133Cs-85Rb-21Ne with the polar-
ization of 85Rb atom is 7.8163 × 10−8 and nCs/nRb = 0.0151 with nNe = 1.669 × 1018 cm−3,
nN2 = 1.2 × 1018 cm−3, T = 457.5 K, fRb = 0.97, ΦKD1 = ΦCsD1 = 1020 /s, IKPI = ICsPI = 0.02
W/cm2, νKp = ν
Cs
p = 3.99 × 1014 Hz, a = 10 cm, ap = 10 cm, V = 1000 cm3, B = 10−15 T
and t = 1 s, with higher fundamental sensitivity possible at bigger measurement volume, proper
amount of buffer gas and quench gas, smaller pumping rate of pump beam, higher temperature and
longer measurement time.
Discussion
In conclusion, we find that the 85Rb polarization of 133Cs-85Rb-21Ne co-magnetometer is bigger
than the one of 39K-85Rb-21Ne co-magnetometer when 21Ne number density is bigger than about
9.8827× 1022 cm−3, frequency rate of pump beam is smaller than about 3.7466× 1014 Hz or the
power density of pump beam is bigger than about 2.883×106 W/cm2. The fundamental sensitivity
of 133Cs-85Rb-21Ne co-magnetometer is higher than the one of 39K-85Rb-21Ne co-magnetometer
when the frequency rate of pump beam is bigger than about 3.3632 × 1014 Hz or smaller than
about 3.3437 × 1014 Hz, or the external magnetic field is smaller than about 2.0182 × 10−8 T, or
mole fraction of 85Rb is bigger than about 0.9650.
In practical applications, we have considered some questions in our previous work about
39K (133Cs)-85Rb-4He hybrid optical pumping SERF atomic magnetometers 24, which are suited to
the conditions of 39K (133Cs)-85Rb-21Ne co-magnetometers: the minimum total number of atoms
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Table 1: Parameters used for the calculation
parameter value
Boltzmann’s constant kB 1.38× 10−23 J/K
Atomic mass unit m 1.660539040(20)× 10−27 kg
pi 3.14
21Ne nuclear
gyromagnetic ratio 59 2.1× 107 rad/s/T
Electron spin g factor 2× 1.001159657
Planck’s constant ~ 1.054589× 10−34 Js
Bohr magneton µB 9.27408× 10−24 J/T
The mole fraction of 39K 0.03
The mole fraction of 133Cs 0.03
D0 (K −Ne) 39 0.19 cm2/s
D0 (Rb−Ne) 41 0.2 cm2/s
D0 (Cs−Ne) 40 0.171 cm2/s
D0 (K −N2) 42 0.2 cm2/s
D0 (Rb−N2) 41 0.19 cm2/s
D0 (Cs−N2) 40 0.098 cm2/s
σKSE
55 1.8× 10−14 cm2
σRbSE
52 1.9× 10−14 cm2
σCsSE
52 2.1× 10−14 cm2
σKSD
62 1× 10−18 cm2
σRbSD
46 1.6× 10−17 cm2
σCsSD
63 2× 10−16 cm2
σK−RbSE
24 σKSE
nK
nK+nRb
+ σRbSE
nRb
nK+nRb
σRb−KSE
24 σRbSE
nRb
nK+nRb
+ σKSE
nK
nK+nRb
σCs−RbSE
24 σCsSE
nCs
nCs+nRb
+ σRbSE
nRb
nCs+nRb
σRb−CsSE
24 σRbSE
nRb
nCs+nRb
+ σCsSE
nCs
nCs+nRb
σ
87Rb−133Cs
SE
51 (2.3± 0.2)× 10−14 cm2
σK−RbSD σ
K
SD
nK
nK+nRb
+ σRbSD
nRb
nK+nRb
σRb−KSD σ
Rb
SD
nRb
nK+nRb
+ σKSD
nK
nK+nRb
σCs−RbSD σ
Cs
SD
nCs
nCs+nRb
+ σRbSD
nRb
nCs+nRb
σRb−CsSD σ
Rb
SD
nRb
nCs+nRb
+ σCsSD
nCs
nCs+nRb
σK−NeSD
36,39 1× 10−23 cm2
σRb−NeSD
56 5.2× 10−23 cm2
σCs−NeSD
57 1× 10−22 cm2
σK−N2SD
27,58 7.9× 10−23 cm2
σRb−N2SD
27,36 1× 10−22 cm2
σCs−N2SD
27,36 5.5× 10−22 cm2
Nuclear Spin of 39K IK 1.5
Nuclear Spin of 85Rb IRb 2.5
Nuclear Spin of 133Cs ICs 3.5
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necessary for the operation of the magnetometer with the desired accuracy, as well as the geomet-
ric size of the setup - how small can it be made? How does the fundamental sensitivity of the
elaborated setup depend on the number of atoms?
Firstly, we can find that when number density of alkali-metal atom (which is determined by
the mole fraction and the cell temperature for the hybrid vapor cell with two types of alkali-metal
atoms), buffer gas and quench gas are certain, if we also know the effective radius of vapor cell,
pump beam spot radius, frequency rate of pump beam, photon number flux, power density of pump
beam, external magnetic field, measurement volume and measurement time, we can obtain the
corresponding total number of the atoms and the fundamental sensitivity of the co-magnetometers.
Because the number density of alkali-metal atom is determined by the cell temperature and the
mole fraction for the hybrid vapor cell with two types of alkali-metal atoms, we can find that how
the fundamental sensitivity of the co-magnetometer depend on the number density of alkali-metal
atom, buffer gas and quench gas from Fig. 5(a), Fig. 5(b) and Fig. 6(b) (the cell temperature
and the mole fraction corresponds to the number density of alkali metal atoms). The less number
density of buffer gas and quench gas, the biggerRwall, it’s hard to say the minimum number density
of buffer gas and quench gas, but we find that there are critical values for the number density of
buffer gas and quench gas to make the fundamental sensitivity of the co-magnetometers highest.
Secondly, the smallest geometric size of the setup and volume of vapor cell depends on the
processing method and materials. For example, the sensitivity of the atomic spin gyroscope based
on comagnetometer with 21Ne atoms and a measurement volume of around 150 cm3 is 1.2× 10−9
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o/s/Hz1/2 (an equal angular random walk of 7.2 × 10−8 o/h1/2), which indicates that this type of
atomic spin gyroscope has outstanding advantages of high sensitivity and compact size 27, 59.
Thirdly, the alkali-metal atoms in the vapor cell are operated in the “hot-gas” regime. If
the atomic gas is cooled to the state of a Bose-Einstein condensation (BEC), the operation may
be essentially improved. For example, Dutta et al. reported the operation of a cold-atom inertial
sensor which continuously captures the rotation signal, demonstrated a rotation sensitivity of 100
nrad/s/Hz1/2 in a cold-atom gyroscope of 11 cm2 Sagnac area and a rotation stability of 1 nrad/s
at 104 s of integration time, which represents the state of the art for atomic gyroscopes 64. Hence,
we can use cold atom gyroscope to obtain higher sensitivity of inertia measurement, which is very
important for the application of the cold atom gyroscope in the field of navigation.
To obtain a higher fundamental sensitivity between 39K-85Rb-21Ne and 133Cs-85Rb-21Ne co-
magnetometers, we should choose 133Cs-85Rb-21Ne co-magnetometer (when the frequency rate of
pump beam is bigger than about 3.3632 × 1014 Hz or smaller than about 3.3437 × 1014 Hz, or
the mole fraction of 85Rb is bigger than about 0.9650) or the external magnetic field is smaller
than about 2.0182 × 10−8 T with 21Ne atoms as the buffer gas and take the critical value of 21Ne
number density and quench gas N2 number density, increase the cell effective radius, the pump
beam spot radius, the measurement volume, the cell temperature (when the quantity of alkali-
metal atoms are enough), the measurement time and mole fraction of 85Rb atoms, reduce the
external magnetic field and photon number flux, choose suitable frequency rate of pump beam and
power density of pump beam based on actual demand of the fundamental sensitivity and spatial
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resolution. We estimate the fundamental sensitivity limit of the co-magnetometers due to the shot-
noise superior to 3.7334 × 10−12 rad/s/Hz1/2 with 133Cs-85Rb-21Ne co-magnetometer, which is
higher than the one of a K-21Ne atomic co-magnetometer of 2 × 10−10 rad/s/Hz1/2. We could
choose suitable conditions on the basis of the experiment requirements to gain a higher sensitivity
of the co-magnetometers, keep the costs down and carry forward the miniaturization and practical
application of the co-magnetometers.
Methods
The calculation details of polarization and fundamental sensitivity. Because the slowing fac-
tors are different in the polarization of 39K-85Rb-21Ne and 133Cs-85Rb-21Ne co-magnetometers, we
take the slowing factors at a low polarization limit for the convenience of theoretical analysis. The
number density of the 21Ne, the photon number flux, the pump beam spot radius and the frequency
rate will affect the polarization greatly by affecting the the pumping rate of pump beam. We sys-
tematically studied the variations of the pumping rate of pump beam, frequency shift, Bn, Be, the
relaxation rate for alkali-alkali spin-exchange collisions. We get above results by MATLAB and
take several points to plot with Origin 8.
1 The variations of the pumping rate of pump beam
In this section, we calculated the variation of the pumping rate of pump beam of 39K RKp in
39K-
85Rb-21Ne co-magnetometer and the pumping rate of pump beam of 133Cs RCsp in
133Cs-85Rb-21Ne
co-magnetometer with the number density of the buffer gas 21Ne nNe, the pump beam spot radius
ap, the power density of pump beam IPI , the photon number flux ΦD1, the frequency rate of pump
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beam νp and the cell temperature T , respectively.
The pumping rate of pump beam of 39K RKp in
39K-85Rb-21Ne co-magnetometer and the
pumping rate of pump beam of 133Cs RCsp in
133Cs-85Rb-21Ne co-magnetometer change with
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nNe in Fig. 8(a), ap when a = 5cm in Fig. 8(b), IPI in Fig. 8(c), ΦD1 in Fig. 8(d), νp in Fig.
8(e) and T in Fig. 8(f), respectively.
Fig. 8(a) shows that the RKp and R
Cs
p increase with the increasing nNe when nNe is smaller
than a critical value about 3.8892× 1022 cm−3 and 2.6214 × 1023 cm−3, respectively. Otherwise,
RKp and R
Cs
p decrease with increasing nNe. Fig. 8(b) demonstrates that R
K
p and R
Cs
p decrease with
increasing ap when a = 5cm. Fig. 8(c) shows that R
K
p and R
Cs
p increase with the increasing IPI
when the IPI is smaller than a critical value about 5.499× 105 W/cm2 and 1.6156× 107 W/cm2,
respectively. Otherwise, RKp and R
Cs
p decrease with the increasing IPI .
Fig. 8(d) shows that RKp and R
Cs
p increase with the increasing ΦD1. Fig. 8(e) demonstrates
that RKp and R
Cs
p increase with the increasing νp when the νp is smaller than a critical value about
3.8956 × 1014 Hz and 3.3535× 1014 Hz, respectively. Otherwise, RKp and RCsp decrease with the
increasing νp. Fig. 8(f) shows that R
K
p and R
Cs
p increase with increasing T , duo to the increasing
T increases the linewidth of the K-Ne and Cs-Ne pressure broadening, which make RKp and R
Cs
p
increase.
The variations of frequency shift
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The frequency shifts change with the photon number flux in Fig. 9(a), frequency rate of
pump beam in Fig. 9(b), power density of pump beam in Fig. 9(c), the 21Ne number density
in Fig. 9(d), cell temperature in Fig. 9(e) and pump beam spot radius when a = 5cm in Fig.
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9(f), respectively.
In this section, we calculated the variation of the frequency shift of 39K atoms LKK−Rb−Ne,
the frequency shift of 85Rb atoms LRbK−Rb−Ne and their sum L
KRb
K−Rb−Ne in
39K-85Rb-21Ne co-
magnetometer, the frequency shift of 133Cs atoms LCsCs−Rb−Ne, the frequency shift of
85Rb atoms
LRbCs−Rb−Ne and their sum L
CsRb
Cs−Rb−Ne in
133Cs-85Rb-21Ne co-magnetometer with the photon num-
ber flux ΦD1, the frequency rate of pump beam νp, the power density of pump beam IPI , the
21Ne
number density nNe, the cell temperature T and the pump beam spot radius ap, respectively.
Fig. 9(a) shows that the frequency shift increases with increasing ΦD1. Fig. 9(b) demon-
strates that LKK−Rb−Ne decreases with increasing νp when the νp is smaller than about 3.8954×1014
Hz and bigger than about 3.8957×1014 Hz, otherwise, LKK−Rb−Ne increases. LCsCs−Rb−Ne decreases
with increasing νp when the νp is smaller than about 3.3533 × 1014 Hz and bigger than about
3.3536× 1014Hz, otherwise, LCsCs−Rb−Ne increases. LRbK−Rb−Ne increases with increasing νp when
the νp is smaller than about 3.7735 × 1014 Hz. When the νp is in the range about 3.7736 × 1014
Hz∼3.8093× 1014 Hz, LRbK−Rb−Ne and LK−RbK−Rb−Ne are negative and increase. When the νp is in the
range 3.8094× 1014 Hz∼3.8451 × 1014 Hz, LRbK−Rb−Ne and LK−RbK−Rb−Ne are negative and decrease.
When the νp is bigger than about 3.8452×1014 Hz, LRbK−Rb−Ne is positive and decreases. LK−RbK−Rb−Ne
is negative and decreases when the νp is smaller than about 3.5429×1014Hz. When the νp is in the
range 3.5429× 1014 Hz∼3.7735× 1014 Hz, LK−RbK−Rb−Ne increases with increasing νp. When the νp
is in the range about 3.8452×1014 Hz∼3.8954×1014 Hz, LK−RbK−Rb−Ne decreases. When the νp is in
the range about 3.8955× 1014 Hz∼3.8957× 1014 Hz, LK−RbK−Rb−Ne increases. When the νp is bigger
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than about 3.8957× 1014 Hz, LK−RbK−Rb−Ne decreases. LCs−RbCs−Rb−Ne decreases with increasing νp when
the νp is in the range about 3.1×1014 Hz∼3.3533×1014 Hz and 3.3536×1014 Hz∼3.6017×1014
Hz, 3.8094 × 1014 Hz∼3.8451 × 1014 Hz, 3.8452 × 1014 Hz∼4.04 × 1014 Hz. LCs−RbCs−Rb−Ne in-
creases when the νp is in the range about 3.3534 × 1014 Hz∼3.3536 × 1014 Hz, 3.6017 × 1014
Hz∼3.7735× 1014 Hz and 3.7736× 1014 Hz∼3.8093× 1014 Hz.
Fig. 9(c) shows that LKK−Rb−Ne and L
Cs
Cs−Rb−Ne decrease slowly with increasing IPI when
the IPI is smaller than about 10
5 W/cm2 and 106 W/cm2 respectively, otherwise, LKK−Rb−Ne and
LCsCs−Rb−Ne decrease rapidly. L
Rb
K−Rb−Ne and L
Rb
Cs−Rb−Ne don’t change with the IPI for L
Rb
K−Rb−Ne
and LRbCs−Rb−Ne have nothing to do with the IPI . L
K−Rb
K−Rb−Ne and L
Cs−Rb
Cs−Rb−Ne decrease with the
increasing IPI .
Fig. 9(d) demonstrates that LKK−Rb−Ne and L
K−Rb
K−Rb−Ne, L
Cs
Cs−Rb−Ne and L
Cs−Rb
Cs−Rb−Ne decrease
slowly with increasing nNe when the nNe is smaller than about 6 × 1021 cm−3 and 5.6 × 1022
cm−3, respectively, otherwise, they decrease rapidly. LRbK−Rb−Ne and L
Rb
Cs−Rb−Ne don’t change
with the nNe for L
Rb
K−Rb−Ne and L
Rb
Cs−Rb−Ne have nothing to do with the nNe. Fig. 9(e) shows
that LKK−Rb−Ne, L
Cs
Cs−Rb−Ne, L
K−Rb
K−Rb−Ne and L
Cs−Rb
Cs−Rb−Ne decrease slowly with increasing T , duo to
the increasing T increases the linewidth of the K-Ne and Cs-Ne pressure broadening, which make
LKK−Rb−Ne, L
Cs
Cs−Rb−Ne, L
K−Rb
K−Rb−Ne and L
Cs−Rb
Cs−Rb−Ne decrease. However, L
Rb
K−Rb−Ne and L
Rb
Cs−Rb−Ne
don’t change with the T for LRbK−Rb−Ne and L
Rb
Cs−Rb−Ne have nothing to do with the T . Fig. 9(f)
demonstrates that the frequency shift decreases with the increasing ap when a = 5cm, which
affects the transverse area of the pumping light At.
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The variations of Bn
The magnetic field Bn, which is produced by the 21Ne atom spins through spin-exchange
interaction with 85Rb atom spins, changes with 21Ne number density in Fig. 10(a) and cell
temperature in Fig. 10(b), respectively.
The magnetic field Bn, which is produced by the 21Ne atoms spins through spin-exchange
interaction with 85Rb atoms spins, increases rapidly when 21Ne number density is smaller than
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about 4.0 × 1022 cm−3, then increases slowly and tends to a constant in Fig. 10(a) from the
equation of Bn and T1n. Fig. 10(b) shows that B
n increases with increasing cell temperature T
and Bn tends to a constant in the end duo to only RseRb−Ne changes with the T from the equation of
Bn and RseRb−Ne increases with the increasing T .
The variations of Be
The magnetic field Be, which is experienced by the 21Ne spins and produced by Rb atom
spins, changes with 21Ne number density in Fig. 11(a), N2 number density in Fig. 11(b),
the frequency rate of pump beam in Fig. 11(c) and mole fraction of 85Rb in Fig. 11(d),
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respectively.
Be changes with the photon number flux in Fig. 12(a), cell effective radius in Fig. 12(b), the
pump beam spot radius when a = 5cm in Fig. 12(c), the cell temperature in Fig. 12(d) and
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the power density of pump beam in Fig. 12(e), respectively.
In this section, we can find that the magnetic field Be, which is experienced by the 21Ne
atoms spins and produced by Rb atoms spins, increases with the increasing 21Ne number density
nNe when nNe is smaller than about 5.6071×1021 cm−3 in 39K-85Rb-21Ne and 2.01×1022 cm−3 in
133Cs-85Rb-21Ne co-magnetometer respectively, then decreases in Fig. 11(a). From the equation of
Be, P ezRb and RSD, Fig. 1(a) and Fig. 8(a), we can find that R
Rb−Ne−N2
wall−K−Rb−Ne and R
Rb−Ne−N2
wall−Cs−Rb−Ne
decrease with increasing nNe, RSD increases with the increasing nNe, R
K
p and R
Cs
p increase with
the increasing nNe when nNe is smaller than a critical value about 3.8892×1022 cm−3 and 2.6214×
1023 cm−3, respectively (which makes theRB (RRb) has the same pattern of change), then decrease.
Other systemic parameters don’t change with nNe, hence, there is a critical value for nNe to make
the P ezRb biggest, which makes the B
e biggest. Fig. 11(b) shows that Be decreases slowly when
N2 number density nN2 is smaller than about 4.0 × 1019 cm−3 in 39K-85Rb-21Ne and 133Cs-85Rb-
21Ne co-magnetometer respectively, then begin to decrease rapidly. From the equation of Be, P ezRb
and RSD, Fig. 1(b), there are only RSD and R
Rb−Ne−N2
wall−K−Rb−Ne and R
Rb−Ne−N2
wall−Cs−Rb−Ne changing with
nN2. RSD increases with the increasing nN2, R
Rb−Ne−N2
wall−K−Rb−Ne and R
Rb−Ne−N2
wall−Cs−Rb−Ne decrease with
increasing nN2, the increasing magnitude of RSD is bigger than the the decreasing magnitude of
RRb−Ne−N2wall−K−Rb−Ne and R
Rb−Ne−N2
wall−Cs−Rb−Ne, which makes P
e
zRb decrease, at the same time, B
e decreases
with the increasing nN2.
Be increases with the increasing frequency rate of pump beam νp when the νp is smaller
than about 3.8955 × 1014 Hz in 39K-85Rb-21Ne and 3.3534 × 1014 Hz in 133Cs-85Rb-21Ne co-
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magnetometer respectively, then decreases in Fig. 11(c), which is caused by the pumping rate of
the pump beam due to the pumping rate has the same pattern of change from Fig. 8(e). When the
mole fraction of 85Rb fRb is smaller than about 0.0318 in
39K-85Rb-21Ne and 0.0135 in 133Cs-85Rb-
21Ne co-magnetometer respectively,Be increases with the increasing fRb, otherwise, B
e decreases
in Fig. 11(d). From the equation of Be, P ezRb andM
Rb
0 , we can know thatM
Rb
0 increases with the
increasing fRb, P
e
zRb decreases when the fRb increases, hence, there is a biggest B
e when the Be
changes with the fRb.
Be increase rapidly with the increasing photon number flux ΦD1 when the ΦD1 is smaller
than about 5 × 1024 s−1 in 39K-85Rb-21Ne and 3 × 1025 s−1 in 133Cs-85Rb-21Ne co-magnetometer
respectively, then increases slowly and tends to a constant in Fig. 12(a) due to only the pumping
rate increases with the increasing ΦD1 in the equation of B
e and P ezRb, P
e
zRb has the same pattern of
change, which makes the Be have the change rule above. Be increases when cell effective radius a
increases in Fig. 12(b) duo to the increasing a decreases RRbwall, which makes P
e
zRb increase so that
the Be increases with the increasing a.
Be decreases when pump beam spot radius ap increases with a = 5cm in Fig. 12(c) duo
to the increasing ap makes the pumping rate decrease so that the P
e
zRb decreases, hence the B
e
decreases with the increasing ap. B
e increases with the increasing cell temperature T in Fig.
12(d). From the equation of Be, P ezRb, RSD, R
Rb
wall, M
Rb
0 , Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 8(f), we can know
thatRRb−Ne−N2wall−K−Rb−Ne,R
Rb−Ne−N2
wall−Cs−Rb−Ne,RSD,M
Rb
0 , R
K
p andR
Cs
p increase with the increasing T . We
find that P ezRb decreases with the increasing T , but the increasing magnitude ofM
Rb
0 is bigger than
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the decreasing magnitude of P ezRb, which makes B
e increase when T increases. Fig. 12(e) shows
that Be increases when the power density of pump beam IKPI and I
Cs
PI increase but is smaller than a
critical value about 5.499× 105 W/cm2 and 1.6156× 107 W/cm2, respectively, otherwise, it will
decrease.
The variations of the alkali-alkali spin-exchange collisions relaxation rate In this section, we
calculated the variation of the alkali-alkali spin-exchange collisions relaxation rate related with
85Rb atom changes with the mole fraction of 85Rb fRb, the cell temperature T and the external
magnetic field B.
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The alkali-alkali spin exchange collisions relaxation rate related with 85Rb atom changes with
the mole fraction of 85Rb in Fig. 13(a), the cell temperature in Fig. 13(b) and the external
magnetic field in Fig. 13(c).
Fig. 13(a), Fig. 13(b) and Fig. 13(c) show that the 85Rb-39K spin exchange collisions
relaxation rate for 85Rb-39K spin exchange collisions in 39K-85Rb-21Ne co-magnetometer RRbKKRbNe,
the 85Rb-133Cs spin exchange collisions relaxation rate for 85Rb-133Cs spin exchange collisions in
133Cs-85Rb-21Ne co-magnetometer RRbCsCsRbNe, the
85Rb-85Rb spin-exchange collision relaxation rate
for 85Rb-85Rb spin exchange collisions in 39K-85Rb-21Ne co-magnetometerRRbRbKRbNe, the
85Rb-85Rb
spin exchange collision relaxation rate for 85Rb-85Rb spin exchange collisions in 133Cs-85Rb-21Ne
co-magnetometer RRbRbCsRbNe, the sum of R
RbK
KRbNe and R
RbRb
KRbNe R
EE
KRbNe, the sum of R
RbCs
CsRbNe and
RRbRbCsRbNe R
EE
CsRbNe decrease with the increasing fRb and T for the increasing fRb and T make spin
transfer rate from 85Rb to 39K RSERb−K , from
85Rb to 85Rb RSERb−Rb and from
85Rb to 133Cs RSERb−Cs
increase, which is inversely proportional to the RRbKKRbNe, R
RbRb
KRbNe, R
RbRb
CsRbNe, R
RbCs
CsRbNe in equation
(5), respectively. RRbKKRbNe, R
RbRb
KRbNe, R
RbRb
CsRbNe, R
RbCs
CsRbNe, R
EE
KRbNe, R
EE
CsRbNe increase with the B for
the increasing B making the spin precession rate increase, which is proportional to the RRbKKRbNe,
RRbRbKRbNe, R
RbRb
CsRbNe, R
RbCs
CsRbNe in equation (5), respectively.
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